This paper introduces a n edge detection 
INTRODUCTION
We propose an approach to edge detection based o n ureo operafors. Area operators, such as urea o p m and w e u close, niodiiy a n image by removing connected components within the image level sets that (lo not meet a prescribed ininitnuin area. Although area open and area close are morphological filters i n the sense that thcy are idempotent and increasing operators, area open and area close depend only o n an area (scale) paramctcr and do not depend on structuring element shape. In this manner, the area operators avoid the associated problems of imposing the structuring clement shape o n a processed image. With standard morphology, the structuring clement shape can produce artifacts and leads to edge localization errors.
Area operators have t u n utilized in general filtering for image enhanccrncnt and image reconstruction [6] , [ In this paper, we define edge detectors that utilize aIca operators to provide a scaled iinagc representation. Edges itre defined as boundaries betwcen the objects that result from the area-based nonlinear Filters. The edge dctectors provide closed, thin contours that correspond to ohjects of :I specified scale. The edge detection process is invariant to translation and rotation. Also, the edge maps arc causal -new (false) edges arc not produced as scale is increased. At the conclusion of the paper, comparative cxaniples are given that demonstrate the salient properties 01' the area operator-based edge detectors,
THEORY AND ANALYSIS
The set €5 is defined on domain Q. We inay consider U as a binary image with values of R ( x ) E { 0, I } at locations x E R. With tliscretc-domain images, Q c 2'. we say that x E U if B(x) = 1. The conriecred rompoiiertf at x, CB(x), is the sct of locations y where there exists an unbroken path between x and y: CB(x) = { y : 3 PB(x, y)) where the path Pdx, y) is a finite scyncncc of neighboring pixels (x, zI, 2 2 , ..., zN, y } such that N < and ZI E N(x), z2 E N(z,), 2 3 E N(z,), ...., y t N(zN). Here, N(x) is the set of neighboring pixels for location x. If R(x) = 0, then the conrieclcd component Cn(x) = 0. 
components in the off-set. This infers that This level set definition allows the arca operators to be applied to each level set (independently) -the image is then reconstructed using (6) . For example, if boundaries between ol7ject.s.
First, we define an object i n the area operator sense. In this case. objects arc classified :is Liscendirig or descendirig (brighter or darker than the surrounding pixels, respectively). Consider two sets: a n where x is a member of both sets. J = ( 0 (I)) in the case of AOC, and J = 0 ( (I)) for ACC). The corresponding connected components containing x for A(x) and D(x) are C,(x) and C,(x), respectively. C,(x) defines a connected group of pixels that have equal or greater intcnsity than J(x). Likewise, C,(x) defines a connected component of pixels that have equal or less intensity than J(x). If x is a part of an ascending object, then IC,(x)l < IC,(x)l. The object at x is defined to be descending if IC,l(x)l > lC,(x)l.
When the object is ascending, IC,(x)) represents the area (scale) of the ascending object. The scale of a descending object is given by IC,(x)(.
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Hence, the boundaries between descending and ascending objects are found where IC,(x)( = lC~(x)l. Edges in an image that have been processed by AOC or ACO can be located by computing zero crossings in Z whcre Z(x) = -IC,,(x) I. These zero crossing will represent significant lines -the object boundaries. The scale of the edge map is clcuxmined by the area parameter, U , used in the AOC or ACO operation. Since AOC and ACO remove all connected components within the image level sets that do not have a minimum area of u, the minimum area for any object is a under ( 0 (I)) and 0 ( (I)) . We call the set of edge locations, E(I, a), the edge map for I at scale a.
IC,(x)(
In addition to the control of scale, the benefits of AOC and ACO-based edge detection are production of closed, thin contours, Euclidean invariance, and edge causality. Because each connected component within a level set has a closed boundary, the AOC and ACO-based edge detectors produce closed contours. Thus, the closed contours define regions and can he utilized in image segmentation, the subdivision of the image into constituent regions. The boundarics between ascending and descending objects are always single-pixel in tliickncss, since an edge in E(I, U ) rcprcsents ;I change i n signal concavity (ascending to descending or vice versa). In the discrete-domain case, double edges inay occur whcre an object is of one or two pixels in width. However, a single intensity transition (monotonic change) will not produce multiple edges in this framework.
The edge detector is invariant to translation and rotation. Because rotation and translation do not alter the arca of the level set connect components (ignoring discretization error), the AOC/ACO edge operators are Euclidean invariant. Furthermore, new features are not introduced at coarser scales. Since the AOC and ACO operators only preserve and remove connected components in their entirety, the operators d o not produce new regions at coarser scale. Therefore, we say that the edge detection operation is causal.
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RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
Sample results from this edge detection method arc shown in Figs. 1-3 . In Fig. 1 : notice the improvement in edge localization compared to the edge detection results given by isotropic diffusion (linear Gaussian filtcring) and anisotropic diffusion [I] . Using Fig. 2(a) as input, the area morphology approach gives a more semantically meaninglul edge detection (shown in Fig 2(b) ) as compared to the result of thc Laplacian-OF-a-Gaussian (LOG) [4] in Fig. 2(c) . The area morphology docs not require a threshold on intensity, while the LOG tcchnique must use a threshold to avoid over-segincntation. Fig. 3 reveals the robustncss of the arca morphology approach in the presence OF noise. Given the noisy irnagc shown i n Fig. 3(b) , only the area morphology edge detector gives an edge map that corresponds to the object boundaries (see Fig. 3(d) ). The LOG approach (Fig.  3(e) ) and the Canny approach [3] (Fig. 3(g) ) are sensitive to the noise, distort the boundaries, and require thrcsholding.
The benefits of edge detection using area operators are edge localization, causality, and Euclidean invariance. The approach produces thin, contiguous edges and avoids ad hoc thresholds. To extend this technique, we are examining methods of combining edge intensity information with the scale information obtained from area morphology. An example result of such an approach is shown in Fig. 4 .
Currently, we are utilizing AOC ancl ACO for the generation of image scale space -a family of images that vary from fine to coarse. The scale space representations are used in image classification, hierarchical search processes, and Feature extraction for content-based retricval [ 2 ] , [ 5 ] . [I] ; ( e ) edges found in (d); (f) using AOC with a = 300; (g) edges found in (1).
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